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PARTNER IDENTIFICATION FORM 
 

A. ORGANISATION 

Promoter's legal name (national 
language) 

FABLAB UDRUGA ZA POMICANJE DIGITALNE FABRIKACIJE 

Promoter's legal name (latin 
characters – if applicable) 

FABLAB ASSOCIATION FOR PROMOTING DIGITAL FABRICATION 

ORGANISATION   ID 936577875 
Acronym, if applicable FLZG 
National ID number, if applicable 07509929198 
Department, if applicable - 
Legal address ILICA 69 
Postal code 10 000 
City ZAGREB 
Country CROATIA 
Region ZAGREB COUNTY 
Web site https://fablab.hr/ 
Email info@fablab.hr 
Telephone (385) 91 3755 436 
Fax - 

 
B. PROFILE  
Status ☒Public 

 ☐Private 
Type ☒Non-profit / Non-governmental organisation (NFP-NGO) 

☐For profit 
Activity level ☒   Local 

☒ Regional 
☒  National 
☒ European 
☒ International  

  
C. LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE 
Title Msc 
Family name Vdovic 
First name Roberto 
Position President 
Email roberto.vdovic@fablab.hr 
Telephone (385) 91 3755 436 
Fax - 
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D. CONTACT PERSON 
Title Miss 
Family name Valencic 
First name Iva 
Position Project coordinator 
Email iva.valencic@fablab.hr 
Same address as the organisation ILICA 69, ZAGREB, CROATIA 
Telephone (385) 98 97 97 524 
Fax  - 
 

E. ACCREDITATION  

Accreditation Type Accreditation Reference 
  

 
F. BACKROUND AND EXPERIENCE  

i. Please briefly present the partner organisation (e.g. its type, size, scope of work, areas of 

specific expertise and specific social context) 

FabLab, NGO from Zagreb is the first “fablab” in Croatia, established in 2013. Our role is to promote                  
new technologies with focus on digital fabrication. However, beside developing skills for digital tools,              
we are exploring new creative processes insight three missions: 1. Education (R)evolution is focused              
on education transformation under impact of makers culture and new learning by doing; 2.              
Give-a-Hand is mission to engage local communities to support grassroot innovations for SDGs; 3. Do               
Local Go Global is focused on entrepreneurial mindset shift with idea to product focus in social                
innovation.  
FabLab is located in space aprox. 100sqm, with all necessary equipment, with 21 volunteers in 2019.,                
aprox. 30 members and much more learners can work on projects and topics, alone or as part of                  
variety of workshops performed. We are working close with Faculty of Architecture University of              
Zagreb on various projects and we are including students in workshops and activities. 
With employers, members and volunteers and lot of partners on national and international level, we               
performed more than 230 various activities since 2017 from workshops in schools, libraries, and              
local community events, to organization of international STEAM WEEK events in Zagreb and Zadar              
focused to teachers and educators, first featured MAKER FAIRE ZAGREB with 11.000 visitors focused              
to general population, and first Makers Island Workshop on Island of Bisevo focused to topic how                
international makers can help local communities. At the moment, we are organizing Makers Week              
Zadar, event that will consist of 5 events: STEAM days, STEAM show, Mini Maker Faire Zadar, VULCA                 
Seminar and work meeting “Innovation in Education”. The event will be held April, 20-26. Also, we                
will organize 2ND Maker Faire Zagreb and STEAM WEEK Zagreb in October 2020. 
Most relevant Network include various Q-Helix stakeholders like schools and universities, NGOs,            
SMEs but also local governments across Croatia. 
We have applied for grants on national and European level, so we expect to increase the number of                  
full-time employees in FabLab to 4 employees during 2020.  
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ii. What are the activities and experience of the organisation in the areas relevant for this 

application? 
FabLab has all digital fabrication tools included various 3D printers, CNC machines, laser cutters, but               
FabLab is also working on synergy of new technologies with traditional crafts, there for some               
traditional machines also exist in Fablab. As a Fablab, we are strongly supporting and working on                
grassroot innovation as important part of economic growth. We also motivate our members to work               
on social innovations and we cope with the real problems with focus on SDGs. 
FabLab is working on national FabLab Network and it is active part of European Networks, working                
with FabLab Barcelona, SciFabLab Trieste, Happy Lab Wienna and others. Relevant project we have              
participated in we can divided into national projects: STEAM WEEK Zagreb, STEAM WEEK Zadar, 1st               
Maker Faire Zagreb (American licence for it) and future national projects we are organizing at the                
moment: Makers Week Zadar, STEAM WEEK Zagreb and 2nd Maker Faire Zagreb, and international              
projects, in which we are partners: DO-IT (H2020), MAKE-IT (H2020), FABLAB.NET (Interreg) and             
future CENTRINNO (H2020).  
Almost of all our projects are involving workshops with teachers and students of primary schools in                
whole Croatia. Till now, more than 1.500 teachers and students were involved in our activities and                
workshops. We want to highlight the project STEAM week, aimed at professional development of              
teachers, specifically in primary schools to teach them about new technologies, but also about new               
processes in education, with the aim to provide better and more quality transfer of knowledge and                
experience. We have been implementing this project since 2018 in Zagreb County and Zadar County.               
At the moment, we are organizing event “Makers Week Zadar” which will consist of 5 events, of                 
which two of them (STEAM days and STEAM show) will be for students and teachers in primary                 
school, one will be for teachers from Universities (Innovation in Education) and one for local               
community, to promoting STEM (Mini Maker Faire Zadar) .  

 
 
iii. What are the skills and expertise of key staff/persons involved in this application? 
 

Depending on the project proposal we suggest staff or members experts most appropriate for the               

project proposal. 

Roberto Vdovic (male), MSc, M.Arch. is an architect, researcher, educator and entrepreneur. He is              

the co-founder and president of FabLab Zagreb and national coordinator on several European             

projects. He holds a Master of Architecture and Master of Science in the field of computer                

visualisation from the University of Zagreb. He lecture Bachelor study courses “Introduction to             

Computer Aided Design”, “Computer Aided Architectural Design”, “Building Information Modeling”,          

and “3D modeling and visualisation” and Master study courses on “Computer Aided Landscape             

Architecture” and “Visual Impact Assessment”. He was participated in international workshops and            

conferences. Researches on interaction multimedia design, parametric and generative design and           

integration of building information modeling with digital fabrication. He has participation on            

congresses and symposiums on Architecture, Building Construction and Information Technologies,          

and also participated on several international scientific and research projects on Architecture,            

Building Construction and Information Management. He is author of several papers in same area of               

interest. His design practice since 1995 includes renovations and new building projects in the private               
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and public sector including cultural heritage. He is one of the founders of FabLab Croatia, one of the                  

first in region of SEE. He is researcher and/or project leader on some of the FabLab projects and                  

team member on scientific research project financed by Croatian science foundation. He is the              

co-founder and president of FabLab Zagreb and national coordinator on several European projects.             

He is a pioneer of digital technology research and implementation in filed of architecture since 1987.                

with specific focuses evolved from CAAD in early ‘90, to BIM around 2000, computer visualisation in                

during ‘10, and digital fabrication with all impact to architecture but also the whole society since                

2010. He is project leader of STEAM week since 2018 and Maker Faire Zagreb producer. 

Iva Valenčić (female), univ. bacc. social work/master of social policy. Iva was born in 1991 in Rijeka,                 

Croatia. After elementary school, she graduated the Gymnasium in Ivanec and enrolled in Faculty of               

Law, University of Zagreb in 2010, where she became social worker in 2014 and she get master of                  

social policy in 2015. After graduation, Iva worked in several NGOs on positions: project coordinator,               

associate on the project, project manager and workshop provider. At the moment, she is working as                

associate on the project DOIT on Faculty of Architecture, University in Zagreb. Also, she is volunteer                

in FabLab since 2018, as project manager, organizer and participant in events like STEAM Week in                

Zagreb in 2018 and 2019, STEAM week Zadar 2019, 1st Maker Faire Zagreb in 2019. She is interested                  

in the projects creating, the STEM area and its connection with the education of students, especially                

students with special needs (which is closely related to her profession as social worker).  

 

iv. Have you participated in a European Union granted project in the 3 years preceding this 
application? If yes, please indicate: 

Yes.  

 

v. List of previous projects 
Start 
Year 

Type of 
Action 

Agreement number Title of the project  Applicant  

2015 Research 
project 

H2020, No. 688241 MAKE IT TNO – Innovation for life, 
Netherlands 

2016 Innovation  Interreg, No. CE283 FablabNET Muse Trento, Italy 

2017 Research 
project 

H2020, No.770063 DO IT Salzburg Research center, 
Austria 

2020 Research 
project 

H2020, No. 869595 Centrinno IAAC, Barcelona 

2020 Mobility Erasmus+ Right to Repair Buinho, Portugal 

2020 Mobility Erasmus+ Emerging Technologies MITA, Malta 
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vi. Please provide information on any networks / stakeholders that your organization is part of.  
FabLab is part of: International FABLAB Association (FABLABs.io), VULCA Mobility and Residency            

Programme, Central Europe FabLab Network (FabLabNet CE), European School of Makers and            

Croatian Creative Spaces Association (FABLAB HR.NET). 

 
 
vii. Please provide a short description of any national / international projects your organization is 

involved that is relevant to this proposal. 
MAKE-IT, Understanding Collective Awareness Platforms with the Maker Movement, Horizon          

2020, 2015-2017, http://make-it.io/ Short description: MAKE-IT is a European research project           

focused on how the role of Collective Awareness Platforms (CAPS) enables the growth and              

governance of the Maker movement, particularly in relation to Information Technology, using and             

creating social innovations and achieving sustainability. 

FabLabNet, Making Central Europe more competitive by unlocking the innovation capacity of            

FabLabs within an enhanced innovation eco system, InterReg CE, 2016-2019,          

http://www.fablabnet.net.Short description: FabLabNet aims to foster international networks and         

links both with schools and businesses. The project joins a number of fablabs into a central European                 

network: 9 project partners - inspired by and strictly connected to 11 associated partners - share                

experiences and develop activities to boost their knowledge and capacity, following trends set by              

the European movement that emphasizes new business models, and marks the difference in current              

cultural & business world. 

DO-IT Europe, Entrepreneurial skills for young social innovators in an open digital world, Horizon              

2020, 2017-2020, https://www.doit-europe.net/ Short description: „DOIT – Entrepreneurial skills for          

young social innovators in an open digital world“ is a H2020 funded project that aims to deliver and                  

spread a new approach for early entrepreneurship education within Europe. DOIT contributes to             

youth employment and to create new jobs in the social economy by nurturing in young pupils seeds                 

for active social innovation: entrepreneurial mind-sets, knowhow and skills. The project empowers            

primary and secondary school pupils (6-16 years) alongside educators to apply open innovation             

methods, digital maker tools and collaboration skills to tackle societal problems. It will develop              

toolboxes for children as well facilitators, which provide complementary knowhow and support.            

They are designed for experiencing being a social innovator in mobile and fixed child-friendly              

makerspaces and are easily accessible at the interactive DOIT Web platform. 

STEAM WEEK, Ministry of Science and Education, Croatia, 2018-2019; 2019-2020;          

http://fablab.hr/projekti/steam-week-steam-tjedan/ Short description: STEAM Week is a       

national-level project aimed at professional development of teachers, specifically in primary schools            

to teach them about new technologies, but also about new processes in education, with the aim to                 

provide better and more quality transfer of knowledge and experience. The implementer of this              

project is FabLab. In this project are involved more than 15 NGOs from Croatia, Italy, Slovenia and                 

Czech Republic, more than 25 primary schools from different county in Croatia, University in Zagreb               

(Faculty of Architecture), University in Zadar (Department of teacher and preschool teacher            
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educations) and two towns: Zagreb and Zadar. On STEAM Week events in Zagreb and Zadar               

attended more than 1500 teachers and students.  

 
 
viii. Please provide detail on any national STEM strategies / policy / research data to support a 

rationale for this project.  
FabLab is creating projects that are related to the goals of the Croatian national strategy “Strategy of                 

education, science and technology” (2014.) in which the development of the STEM area, the              

education of teachers and the education of students about new technologies (and teaching how to               

implement new technologies in education system) are the main goals. Also, president and members              

of FabLab are participants of national working groups: “Ministry of Science and Education's             

Reference Group for Horizon 2020, Social Challenge: Europe in a Changing World - Inclusive,              

Innovative and Thoughtful Societies” and “Annual meeting of science popularizers”. The President of             

FabLab is also the participant in an international working group: „DG GROW Dialog with Creative               

Industry“ (Brussels, Belgium) and participant of the meeting “Innovation in Education” organized in             

Berlin(Deutschland) by Indiana University. 
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